Abstract-This paper presents a new algorithm that combines perturbation theory and genetic programming for modeling and forecasting real-world chaotic time series. Both perturbation theory and time series modeling have to build symbolic models for very complex system dynamics. Perturbation theory does not work without well-defined system equation. Difficulties in modeling time series lie in the fact that we can't have o r assume any system equation. The new algorithm shows how genetic programming can be combined with perturbation theory for time series modeling. Detailed discussions on successful applications to chaotic time series from practically important fields of science and engineering are given. Computational resources were negligible as compared with earlier similar regression studies based on genetic programming. Desktop PC provides sufficient computing power to make the new algorithm very useful for real-world chaotic time series. Especially, it worked very well for deterministic o r stationary time series, while stochastic o r nonstationary time series needed extended effort, as it should be.
Introduction
Time series is a scalar sequence of numerical data, ,..., X , -~~, X , -, , X , ?'ER" (1) As ARMA (Sox 1994) and many other techniques such as GMDH (Ivakhnenko 1971) do, genetic programming applied to symbolic regression (Koza 1994) tries to find explicit model that is written in mathematical symbols. It has achieved interesting performance for stationary scientific time series (Koza 1994 , Oakeley 1994 , Iba 1994 . But, real-world time series is very chaotic and usually highly nonstationary (Box 1994) . Also, noise makes it difficult to have practically useful model. Expensive computations resulted in only moderately performing models for them. The author noted that time series modeling have some similarities with perturbation theory of quantum mechanics (Rae 1992) . They need useful approaches for formulating nonstationary or stochastic system dynamics. Of course, the system behaviors are represented differently. Perturbation theory assumes well-defined system behavior, e.g. the wave equation (Rae 1992 , Nayeh 1993 , while time series modeling should work without such kind of equations.
Note that symbolic regression based on genetic programming (Koza 1994) provides evolutionary ways to do the essentially same works, i.e. formulation of complex system dynamics, as perturbation theory does, even without explicit system equation. The algorithm presented here takes several viewpoints to model complex system dynamics from perturbation theory. And, genetic programming is requested to play the role of ill-defined system equation for chaotic time series.
Section 2 formulates the new algorithm, followed by Section 3 to show application examples to many real-world chaotic time series. Section 4 concludes this paper and lists up topics for further study.
Time Series Perturbation Algorithm

Development
The inherently nonstationary dynamics of the wave equation does not allow for exact solution. Perturbation theory (Nayeh 1993) Note that the time series carry system dynamics for source system as the wave equation does for a quantum system. Then, we believe that the same procedure for obtaining solutions to quantum system can be applied to time series modeling. Given below is the detailed analogical development of the time series modeling algorithm based on the perturbation theory. Now, the time series model or the function f in Eq. (1) can be expressed as a sum of the unperturbed and perturbed
Hamiltonians, on the analogy of Eq. (2). That is, Equation (3) can be rewritten with appropriate constants, a and b f@)= f&)+ f,(J;) Equation (5), f, ( 2 ) represents still another time series to model. We can proceed to model it, again with the same algorithm for the original time series. In general, we will have in theory a sequence of the unperturbed time series, f, (Xt), where j stands for j-th modeling procedure. In the long run, the general form of time series perturbation model becomes
where the 0-th unperturbed time series f,(i)' = 1, and f , ( i ) J is negligible. Now, note that our problem is reduced to how we get the series of the unperturbed time series models. As you may already know, it is by GP (Genetic Programming), see next section.
Implementations
Everytime we apply the classical GP-based symbolic regression (Koza 1994) to the sequence of the unperturbed time series, we can get the functional forms forf,(X)', f, (X)' ,..., fu (.f)J in Eq.(6). This paper suggests that the constants a i , j = 0, I , 2, ... , J are determined by the least square regression that makes f,, (i)' negligible.
Next several subsections describe some general and special implementation details this paper is based on. For more classic techniques about GP-based symbolic regression, see (Koza 1994 ).
General Implementation Issues
1) Construction, Selection, and Integration of Models For time series modeling based on genetic programming, population of symbolic forms is subject to genetic evolution. Initially, structures and contents of the symbolic forms are determined at random. Genetic evolution alters the structures and contents of symbolic forms such that they can capture the time series dynamics. Usually, the best symbolic form in a population is taken as a model for the time series. As a corollary, we are expected to have P models if we use P populations in the evolution.
Then, a question arises. What should we select one among the multiple models to represent the time series dynamics ? A commonsense selection may be the one that produces the minimum approximation error for all time series vectors, See Eq. (1). However, it is very hard to build a perfect model within practical limit on computational resources. The fact is that even the best one selected among P multiple models must be only partially successful in capturing the time series dynamics. And, moreover, the other P -1 unselected models do capture partial dynamics of the time series, so that we can save computational resources if we can reuse them in some ways. We may reasonably integrate the partially successful models. Paragraphs below explains how. Now, let gp,,(Z) be the model constructed in population pp. Then, the j-th unperturbed time series model f,, (i)' has, in this paper, the form
where the numerical coefficients for each g, (i) are calculated by the least square regression with respect to training data set 'of the time series. Note that Eq. (6) can be rewritten. Insert Eq. (7) into Eq. (6). We get which becomes
Changing notations for the numerical coefficients, Eq. (8) can be rewritten as
From (3) and (9), we can see that the unperturbed time series model up toJ-th modeling procedure, see Section 2.1, takes the form
2) interpretation of the Perturbation Modeling by GP
We are now at a point to clarify overall procedure of the time series perturbation modeling procedure based on genetic programming. First, the vector time series, Eq. (l), are divided into three data regions for training, validation, and forecasting. For the first modeling procedure, genetic programming is run with respect to the training region and we have the unperturbed time series model as expressed by Eq. (lO),J = 1.
Once the unperturbed time series model is determined, the j-th model building procedure is formally over. Ideally, the model would capture the time series dynamics and therefore can forecast the time series beyond the training region. But, our model would fail only after a few acceptable forecasts due to several practical reasons. For example, the training region may not be sufficient to provide information needed to capture the dynamics beyond it. Even if the training region contains sufficient information, computational resources may fall short of what is necessary to make full use of the information.
Thcre may be several ways to keep the model performance as high as possible beyond the training region.
The most straightforward one would be to re-construct the model with respect to newly defined training region that includes the latest available true time series data. But, the new model should be constructed in time to become useful forecaster for the time series.
In this paper, the numerical coefficients in the linear combination of the models are simply updated with respect to the data region that is close to forecast point. For example, assume that we have 200 data in the training region. Then, the 201" datum is forecasted with the numerical coefficients calculated with respect to data between 1"' and 20Oth positions of the time series. The model is given by Eq. (6) if j =1, and by Eq. (10) if j is greater than 1. For the 202"d datum, the numerical coefficients are updated with respect to data between 2nd and 201'' positions. We can proceed further only if the true time series datum at position v is known before we try to forecast the position& = v + 1. The value S = & -v 2 1 is termed as the impact step in this paper. The data region that comes after the training region is called the validation region. The model with changing coefficients is used to forecast the data in the validation region. After forecasting the last datum in the validation region, the forecasting performance, e.g. Eq. (ll), Eq. (12) is recorded. The forecasting performance in the validation region is an important criterion to determine if we stop or proceed to another perturbation modeling procedure by genetic programming. For this reason, we call it the validation performance.
Another modeling procedure starts if the validation performance got improved as compared with former modeling procedure. By default, the first modeling procedure is followed by the second modeling procedure. Otherwise, the perturbation modeling procedure stops on the assumption that the model has started to capture spurious or excessive perturbation such as noise or disturbance. This type of criterion to terminate learning or modeling algorithm was used in the field of artificial neural network (Geman 1992 ) and called early stopping policy. Section 4 summarizes above interpretation of the proposed GP-based time series perturbation modeling procedure.
Special implementation Issues
1) Performance of individual model
A model or any individual in a population should be given numerical performance value that measures how well the time series is approximated or simulated by the symbolic forms represented by the individual or the model. Popular performance value is the normalized mean squared error (Weigend 1993) , and the coefficient of variation (Iba 1994) 2) Super population and Migration Genetic programming designed for time series perturbation modeling in this paper has a special-purpose population called the super population of which sole service is to select and keep the best individuals, g,(X) in Eq. (7), from each of multiple populations. The best individual from a population is allowed to replace a super population member at the end of each generation if and only if its fitness excels that of the member being replaced.
Migration does occur between the multiple populations that undergo evolution. Only those members in the super population that survived the whole generations become the final model g, (i) in Eq. (7). The super population is different from the multi-agent team (Luke 1996) where agents or team members are somehow engaged in the evolutionary processes.
3 ) Three Symbolic Anomalities Symbolic structures and contents that can not be translated into mathematically valid equations define mathematical anomality. Division-by-zero, negative arguments given to square root are typical examples of the mathematical abnormality. Symbolic structures and contents that cause computer software error such as the overflow or underflow define computational anomality.
The last symbolic anomality is the semantic replication. When multiple symbolic forms are mathematically equivalent, they are semantic replications of each other. For example, (+ x3 (sin (/ x2 x2))) is the semantic replication of (+ x3 (sin 1)) = x3. Especially, semantic replication between the best individual from a population and the super population member should be avoided at the end of each generation and each modeling procedure. If not, mathematical error of singular matrix occurs during calculation of the numerical coefficients in Eq. (6) or Eq. (10) using the least square regression.
Any type of symbolic anomalities consumes computational resources because they blemish genetic diversity in a population. Also, they cause unexpected error in the program run. There should be systematic techniques to detect and repair the cases of symbolic anomalities. If any individual in a population has symbolic anomality, its fitness is arbitrarily assigned a very small value in this paper to reduce the chance of breeding offspring in the next generation.
4) Derived Terminal Set
Function set and terminal set for regression problem based on genetic programming are very important because they are basic symbols to represent time series datum in explicit form. Terminal set provides argument symbols for function symbols. For example, the symbolic form(sinx,)has the argument symbol xj for the function symbol sin. The concept of derived terminal set (DTS) is introduced in this paper for the purpose of saving computational resources for initializing and processing various kinds of primitive functions such as (sinx,), ( C O S X~) . DTS is a collection of symbols that represent primitive functions. DTS is used, along with the terminal set and the function set, for cleating the initial population for genetic programming.
Desirable characteristics of DTS include the capability of approximating a mathematical function when linearly combined. Time series modeling is in a sense an approximation of the unknown function f in Eq. (1).
Orthogonal functions (Sansone 1991 ) satisfy these conditions. In addition to trigonometric functions, we made DTS by applying Tschebyshev function to elements of X, in Eq. (1). The Tschebyshev terminal T,,rder,i is given by where order is an integer, the double asterisks in x: indicate that x i should be appropriately adjusted to be in the interval [-1, 11 . The following linear mapping is used.
xp =sx, -t , s=Z(xi""
-x y ) -I , t =1+2x,M"(x,Mhy -x y ) -'
In Eq. (14), x, "" and XY are the global maximum and minimum. Now, let xm" and x~*~~ be local maximum and minimum observable in the training region. The global xiw and x;"" are estimated by introducing arbitrary expansion ratio q . Equation (1.5) assume that the global interval is 2q + 1 times broader than the local interval observable in the training region.
xi"" xi-+ q. A, xiMfN xi"" -r . A ,
Applications
Human Body Blood Flow Dynamics
Time series data obtained by solving the Mackcy -Glass equation have been used by several works (Oakeley 1994 , Iba 1994 , Casdagli 1989 (Weigend 1993 , Box 1994 . Stationary or deterministic time series is well modeled and forecasted by the perturbation modeling based on genetic Programming. The terminating NMSE for forecasting was achieved before the maximum number of perturbation modeling ran out.
Embedding dimension n, lag spacing t , and lead time T are simplistically assumed and kept fixed in this study. Two different values of the embedding dimension, n = 1 and 4, are chosen only to see if the embedding dimension works differently for stationary and nonstationary time series. Perturbation modeling worked much better for deterministic time series when we use increased embedding dimension. Of course, there must be a limit on the embedding dimension over which model performance deteriorates.
On the other hand, the more a time series is nonstationary, the more unstable and irregular dynamics it will have. At the extreme, time series dynamics may be pure random. So, the increased embedding dimension for nonstationary time series might introduce increased randomness in dynamics that is hard to capture within practical, small computational resource limit. This point of view explains the different performances in the above table between the stationary and the other nonstationary time series.
The foregoing table also reveals that DTS has minimal effects on the performances for stationary time series, while it does contribute to improve performances for nonstationary time series. Introduction of DTS saves computational resources to generate, evaluate, and process primitive functions.
The algorithm for time series perturbation modeling based on genetic programming uses the update extension (Smith 1993) of time series beyond the training region. In the update extension, we must know true values of time series continuation that is S, the impact step, position behind the forecast position. The state space (Kailath 1996) parameters were simplistically assumed for all aforementioned tables. Analysis to determine such parameters is not the scope of this paper. Moreover, extremely small quantity of training data, 200, makes very coarsely constructed state space. The competition contestants were required to use the runaway extension (Weigend 1993 , Smith 1993 ) that do not rely on the true values to make forecasting extension of time series, and it is best successful when mass amount of data is used to construct very dense state space.
From the practical points of view, each method of forecasting extension has the long and the short. Runaway extension requires expensive modeling burdens but the forecasting is easy with established self-extending models. It is beneficial to use the runaway extension when computational time is limited for timely forecast but there is a lot of stored data. On the other hand, the update extension is good when we have little data but good computing power. With modern high-speed computer, it will be more practical to use update extension.
Major US Economic Time Series
Economic time series constitute a very difficult but highly important category of time series. But, most short-term economic time series are extremely nonstationary, which has caused ever-continuing disputes on the existence of any order or chaotic structure we can simulate or model. See Dechert 1996 for related discussion.
Time series perturbation modeling based on genetic programming was tested with respect to 18 major US economic time series data available from http:// www.economagic. corn.
Embedding dimensions are all fixed to 1 based on the experience from Santa Fe competition that increased embedding dimension may be risky for nonstationary economic time series with limited computational resources.
Computational parameters were same as those for ASHRAE and Santa Fe competitions. Here, the concept of pre-modeling is introduced. Pre-modeling is the application of the algorithm with very small data size, i.e. 100 training data, for the purpose of grasping data characteristics. Premodeling is based on the experience from Santa Fe competition. That is, the more stationary a time series is, the higher the model performance would be.
Federal fund rates FFR, Japanese yen to US dollar currency exchange rate YENDOL, and 30-year Treasury Constant Maturity 3OYTCM were relatively difficult to forecast. They are relatively more nonstationary, and need increased computational resources. 
Conclusion
This paper presented a new algorithm that combines perturbation theory (Rae 1992 , Nayeh 1993 ) with genetic programming. Perturbation theory provides efficient ways to get solution to complex system equation that usually does not allow for exact solution. Genetic programming provides evolutionary processes to get symbolic forms that model time series dynamics. In the time series perturbation algorithm, the sequence of time series plays the role of the system equation in perturbation theory. Symbolic models obtained by genetic programming plays the role of Hamiltonians in perturbation theory. A sequence of the unperturbed time series models is obtained for a time series much like the unperturbed Hamiltonians were obtained for a wave equation by perturbation techniques. They are linearly combined with numerical coefficients calculated with respect to given time series. Forecasting beyond the training region is performed based on the update extension which requires numerical coefficients updated by the least square regression with respect to the latest data. The update extension of forecast data, and the introduction of DTS saved computation resources. Stationary time series are more easily modeled and forecasted.
The algorithm was successfully applied to many realworld chaotic time series, covering physics to economic ones. Noticeable performance was achieved even with the simplistically assumed values of state space parameters and the limited computational resource.
The algorithm should be coupled with time series characterization techniques to get optimized set of the state space parameters, if any. In this paper, a pre-modeling or the run of the algorithm with reduced size of training data is suggested to classify data characteristics. Time series with good forecasting performances in the pre-modeling were assumed to be stationary, based on the application experience for Santa Fe competition. The new algorithm produced consistent results on the time series data characteristics with the analyses by other techniques (Weigend 1993) . Effects of various genetic programming parameters on the modeling performance should be studied further.
